P>on,with VP>sleeps,drinks
In the above example, a prepositional phrase (PP) gets printed with .3 probability. You may also include options within nodes as follows: S>NP,PP.3,VP_int.3|VP_trans.7 ...
The final constituent of a sentence here will be an intransitive verb phrase (VP_int) with .3 probability, and transitive verb phrase (VP_trans) with a probability of .7. The program does not require these probabilities to sum to 1. If they do not sum to 1, then if SumP is the sum of the optional probabilities, then with a probability of (1-SumP) the program will print nothing. You may have any number of options:
S>declarative_s.3|interrogative_s.5|imperative_s.2
Note that the option only applies to elements delimited within commas. In the previous example, transitive and intransitive verbs are the options, and NP and PP have their own respective rewrite probabilities.
Concluding remarks
This very general specification permits a rich range of phrase-structure grammars for the purposes of experiments or simulations. Also, by iteratively generating corpora, one may use the "-s #" switch to randomize each. Appendices 1 and 2 contain the source code for the program, along with sample grammars. 
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The following code reads in a .grm (grammar) file, parses the phrasestructure grammar, and generates example sentences. if (strlen(t_filename_data)) final_tfc_parse(); return TRUE; } /*********** This function adds the "localist" line and appends the number of patterns to the file. Also, adds pattern number to the left margin. ***********/ final_tfc_parse(int node_index) { FILE *head; char line [255] ; /* Print localist head and total patterns */ head = fopen("vhead", "w"); fprintf(head, "localist\n"); fprintf(head, "%d\n", total_patterns); fflush(head); close(head); /* Combine the header with the .data & .teach files */ sprintf(line, "cat vhead %s > tyzzy; mv tyzzy %s", t_filename_data, t_filename_data); system(line); sprintf(line, "cat vhead %s > tyzzy; mv tyzzy %s", t_filename_teach, t_filename_teach); system(line); system("rm -f vhead"); } /*********** Builds the sample sentences using the global struct array. By calling itself recursively, this function cascades down the phrase-structure rules as defined in the struct array ********** /* Make sure labels is initialized for every option */ for (step1 = 0; step1 <= 9; step1++) strcpy(labels /*********** Power function: 10^x ***********/ power(int base, int exponent) { int step1; double result; result = 1; for (step1 = 1; step1 <= exponent; step1++) result = result * base; return result; } /*********** Displays a terminal node (token) randomly using appropriate list of tokens in rule set ***********/ display_token(int node_index) { int no_tokens; double token_selected; char *token, *input_units; char holder [255] ; no_tokens = ubound(node_index); /* It is assumed that the tokens listed are uniformly random */ token_selected = drand48() / (1 / (double) no_tokens); /* Display the token by the token index chosen by the random number */ strcpy(holder, nodes [node_index] .subnodes[(unsigned int) token_selected]); token = strtok(holder, "}"); if (verbose) printf("%s ", token); if (hfh) fprintf(hfh, "%s ", token); /* If we've chosen to build the TLearn file, then we need to parse the values delimited by "+" and print out the numbers in the file name specified.
The resulting file will be parsed later. */ if (tfh_data) { token = strtok(NULL, "}"); input_units = strtok(token, "+");
fprintf(tfh_data, "%s", input_units); /* If it's the first, don't print in the teach (it has to predict the next), and if it's the first, store the first segment to print out at the end */ if (total_patterns > 0) { fprintf(tfh_teach, "%d %s", total_patterns -1, input_units); } else { sprintf(first_segment, "%s", input_units); } while ((input_units = strtok(NULL, "+")) != NULL) { fprintf(tfh_data, ",%s", input_units); /* Similarly here --if it's the first, load first_segment for later printing into teach file */ if (total_patterns > 0) { fprintf(tfh_teach, ",%s", input_units); } else { strcpy(holder, first_segment); sprintf(first_segment, "%s,%s", holder, input_units); } } fprintf(tfh_data, "\n"); if (total_patterns > 0) fprintf(tfh_teach, "\n"); } total_patterns++; if (cfh) fprintf (cfh, "%s ", nodes[node_index] .label); } /*********** Determines # of subnodes in the rule array for a specific node ***********/ ubound(int node_index) { i = 0; while (strlen(nodes [node_index] .subnodes[i])) i++; return i; } /*********** Determines whether certain label is terminal node, or has constituents, and returns the node_index if so ***********/ is_terminal(char label 
